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Abstract.
In the first 4 sections we discuss topics from univariate rational Hermite interpolation (URI). These topics include the structure of the table of URI, a recursive
computation scheme and a continued fraction representation both in the normal
case and the non-normal case and a convergence theorem for rational Hermite interpolants of meromorphic functions.
In the next 4 sections these items are generalized to the multivariate case. We first
introduce multivariate rational Hermite interpolants (MRI) for data sets satisfying
the inclusion property or rectangle rule and give a recursive computation scheme
and a non-branched continued fraction representation, both for the non-degenerate
and the degenerate case. For general data sets only results for ordinary rational
interpolation in the case of non-degeneracy were obtained in [CUYTd].

1. Notations and definitions for URI.
Consider a function f defined in a sequence of distinct points (Yi)iEJV of the complex
plane and let the derivatives f(l)(Yi) of the function f be given for i = 0, ... ,si-l.
We denote the exact degree of a polynomial p by op and its order by wp. The
rational Hermite interpolation problem of order (n, m) for f consists in finding
polynomials
n

p(x)

= Laixi
i=O

and

m

q(x)

= Lbix i
i=O

such that for a particular j

j

n+m+l =

LSi
i=O

and

i

= 0, . .. ,j

i

= 0, ... ,Si-1
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In this interpolation problem Si interpolation points coincide with Yi, so Si interpolation conditions must be fulfilled in Yi. Therefore this type of interpolation
problem is also often referred to as the osculatory rational interpolation problem
[WARN]. In case Si = 1 for all i ~ then the problem is identical to the ordinary
rational interpolation problem. In case all the interpolation conditions must be
satisfied in one single point Yo then the osculatory rational interpolation problem
is identical to the Pade approximation problem. Instead of solving problem (1) we
consider the linear system of equations

°

i = 0, ... ,j

l

= 0, ... ,Si-1

(2)

Condition (2) is a homogeneous system of n+m+llinear equations in the n+m+2
unknown coefficients ai and hi of p and q. Hence the system (2) always has at least
one nontrivial solution. For different solutions of (2) the following equivalence can
be proved. If the polynomials PI, ql and 1'2, lJ2 both satisfy (2) then PIlJ2 = P2ql'
Not all solutions of (2) also satisfy (I): it is very well possible that the polynomials
P and q satisfying (2) are such that p/q is reducible. Nevertheless all solutions of
(2) have the same irreducible form. For P and q satisfying (2) we shall denote by
rn,m(Z) = (Pn,m/qn,m)(Z) the irreducible form of p/q where qn,m(z) is normalized
such that qn,m(YO} = 1, and we shall call rn,m(z} the rational Hermite interpolant
of order (n, m) for I. Although the terminology "interpolant" is used it may be
that rn,m(z} does not satisfy the interpolation conditions (I) anymore [WUYT].
A simple example will illustrate this. Let Yo = 0, Yl = 1, Y2 = 2 and I(yo) = 0,
I(YI} = 3, I(Y2} = 3. Take n = m = 1. A solution of this rational interpolation
problem is p{z} = 3z and q(z) = z. Thus Pl,l(Z} = 3 and ql,l(Z) = 1. Clearly
(Pl,t!ql,l}(YO) "l1(Yo}.
The problem of "unattainable" interpolation points is typical for the case of rational interpolation. Having computed the rational interpolant p/q from linear
interpolation conditions, in other words conditions expressed for Iq - p instead of
for 1- (p/q), it may occur that an interpolation point is also a common zero of p
and q and hence that the rational function p/q is undefined in that interpolation
point. Consequently the nonlinear interpolation condition cannot be satisfied in
that interpolation point anymore, not even by the irreducible form of p/q. The
interpolation point has become unattainable. As a conclusion we can say that the
rational interpolation problem (1) has a solution if and only if Pn,m(z) and qn,m(z)
satisfy themselves the system of equations (2).
The rational Hermite interpolation problem can be reformulated as a Newton-Pade
approximation problem. We introduce the following notations:

l = 0, ... , So - 1
l=0, ... ,si-1
d(i)=so+sl+ ... +Si_l(i~I)
Zl = Yo

Zd(i)+l

= Yi

Cij

Cij

=°

i

= l[zi, ... ,Zj]

>j
i ~j
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with possible coalescence of points in the divided difference /[Xi, ... , x i]. If we put
i

Bj(x)

= II(x -

ZI-I)

1=1

with Bo(x) = 1 then formally
00

/(X)

= I>OiBi(X)
i=O

This series is called the Newton series for /. Problem (2) is then equivalent [CLAEa]
with the computation of polynomials
n

p(x)

= LaiBi(X)
;=0

and

m

q(x) = LbiB;(x)
;=0

such that

L

(fq-p)(X)=

d;Bi(X)

(3)

i~n+m+l

which is called the Newton-Pade approximation problem of order (n, m) for /. To
determine solutions p and q of (3) the divided differences
d i = (fq - p)[Xo, ... , Xi]

i = O, .•. ,n+m

must be calculated and put equal to zero. The following generalization of the
Leibniz rule for differentiating a product of functions, is a useful tool to accomplish
this [WARN]:
;

(fq)[xo, . .. , x;]

=L

/[xo, ... , Xl)q[Xl, •. . , Xi]

1=0

Using this rule we can now write down the linear systems of equations that must
be satisfied by the coefficients aj and bi in p and q:

Coobo = ao
Col bO + CU bl

= al
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Co,n+lbO
{

+ ... + cm,nHbm =

0

Co,~+mbo + ... + cm,n+mbm = 0

(4)

Since the problems (2) and (3) are equivalent, the rational function rn,m can as well
be called the Newton-Pade approximant of order (n,m) to I. We shall see that
many properties and algorithms valid for Pade approximants can be generalized for
Newton-Pade approximants or rational Hermite interpolants [WARN]. The rational
Hermite interpolants of order (n, m) for 1 can be ordered in a table:
rO,O

rO,l

r3,0

r3,l

rO,2

In the first column one finds the polynomial interpolants for 1 and in the first row
the inverses of the polynomial interpolants for (1/ f). If we define n' = 8Pn,m and
m' = 8qn,m then it can be shown that at least n'+m'+t+l points ZO, ... ,Zn'+m'+t
with t ~ 0 exist in {xo, ... ,x n+m } such that rn,m(Zi) = I(Zi). Again we call an
entry of the table normal if it occurs only once in that table. A necessary condition
for the normality of the rational interpolant rn,m(x) is formulated in the following
theorem [WUYTj.
THEOREM 1:

H the rational Hermite interpolant rn,m = Pn,m/qn,m is normal and if (/qn,m Pn,m)(Xi) = 0 for i = 0, ... ,n' + m', then
(a) n' = n and m' = m
(b) (/qn,m - Pn,m}(Xi) =F 0 for i = n + m + l,n + m + 2.
Conclusion (b) in theorem 1 does not imply that (fqn,m - Pn,m)(Xi) =F 0 for i ~ n+
m+1. That the conditions (a) and (b) are not sufficient to guarantee the normality
of r n,m (x) is illustrated in the following example. Let Xi = i for i = 0, 1, 2, ... and
I(xo) = 0, I(Xl) = 1, I(X2) = 3, I(X3) = 4, I(Xi) = i for i = 4,5,6, .... For n = 0
and m = 1 we find rn,m(x) = x with (a) and (b) of theorem 1 satisfied. But rn,m
is not normal because rn,m = rk,l for k ~ 3 and I. ~ 2. However, it is possible to
formulate a sufficient condition for the normality of rn,m [WUYTj.
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THEOREM 2:

lirn,m = Pn,m/qn,m with n = n', m = m ' and (jqn,m - Pn,m)(Zi)
n + m + 1 points from the sequence (Zi)iEJV, then rn,m is normal.

= 0 for at most

2. Methods to compute normal rational Hermite interpolants.
!.1. Determinant formulas.

First of all we give a determinant representation [CLAEj similar to that for the case
of Pade approximation. Let us define
;
Fi,;(z) = LCilBt(Z)
l=i

with Fi,;(z)

i $.j

= 0 if i > j.

THEOREM 3:

lithe rank of the system of equations (4) is maximal, then (up to a normalization)
rn,m = Pn,m/qn,m is given by

Pn,m(z)

=

and

qn,m(z)

=

Fo,n(z)

FI,n(z)

Fm,n(z)

CO,n+1

CI,n+1

Cm,n+l

CO,n+2

CI,n+2

Cm,n+2

CO,n+m

CI,n+m

Cm,n+m

Bo(z)

BI(z)

CO,n+1

Cl,n+l

CO,n+2

CI,n+2

Bm(z)
Cm,n+l
Cm,n+2

Co,n+m

CI,n+m

Cm,n+m

One can see that in case all the interpolation points coincide with one single point,
these determinant formulas reduce to the ones given in [CUYTj since the divided
differences reduce to Taylor coefficients.
In the sequel of this section we suppose that every rational interpolant rn,m(z) itself
satisfies the interpolation conditions (1). This is for instance satisfied if min(n n', m - m/) = o. In discussing algorithms for the calculation of rational Hermite
interpolants we restrict ourselves to those computation schemes that reduce to
well-known algorithms for the calculation of Pade approximants in case all the
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interpolation points coincide. Exactly those algorithms will be generalized to the
multivariate case in the following sections. We do not discuss the construction of
Thiele interpolating continued fractions using inverse or reciprocal differences, nor
methods that construct rational Hermite interpolants on paths in the table different
from descending staircases.
!.!. The generalized f.-algorithm.

It was proved in [CLAEd] that
(Z - zn+m)-I(r n _l,m - rn,m)-l

+ (z -

Zn+m+l)-l(r n +l,m - rn,m)-l

(z - Zn+m)-l(r n ,m_l - rn,m)-l

+ (z -

=

Zn+m+l)-l(r n ,m+1 - rn,m)-l

Using this result it is possible to set up the following generalized E- algorithm
[CLAEd], in the same way as the f.-algorithm for Pade approximants was constructed from the star identity:

f.~"l. =0

n=O,l, ...

= 0

m= 0 ,1, ...

(-m-l)

E2m

(n)

EO

= rn,o ( z )

(n)
(n+1)
E
=E
m+l
m-l

n

n

+

= 0,1, ...
1

(

)( (n+1)
(n»
Z - Zm+n+l Em
- Em

= -l",¥J -l,-l"'¥J,...

m

= 0,1, ...

Finally
(n-m)
f. 2m
= rn,m ( Z )

2.9. A generalization of the qd-algorithm.
Consider descending staircases in the table of rational Hermite interpolants

and continued fractions of the form

1 + ql

(1;+1)(

Zo - Zk+1

1 + q2(k+1)( Zo

-

)

+

ZkH

)

+

(5)
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THEOREM 4:

H every three consecutive elements in Tic are different, then a continued fraction 01
thelorm (5) exists with CH1 '" 0, q!H1) '" 0, lcH ) '" 0, l+q!H1)(~O-~Ic+2i_1) '"
0, 1 + e~H1)(~o - ~H2i) '" lor i ~ 1 and such that the nt" convergent equals the
(n + l)t" element oiTIc •

el

°

el

To calculate the coefficients q!H1) and H1 ) in (5) one can use the following
recurrence relations. Compute the even part of the continued fraction glc(~) and
the odd part of the continued fraction glc-1(~)' These contractions have the same
convergents rlc,O. rlcH,to rH2,2 •... and they also have the same form. In this way
one can check [CLAEc] that for k ~ 1

and for i

~

1 and k

~

1

1 + q,(H1)( ~o - ~H2l-1 )]

+ e,(H1)( e,(k) -

q,(H1»( ~o - ~k+2l+1 )

These coefficients are usually ordered as in the next table
(1)
eo
(2)
eo

(1)

q1

(2)

(3)

q1

eo

(1)

e1

(2)
e1

(3)

(4)

eo

q1

(3)

e1

(1)

q2

(2)

q2

(1)
e2
(2)

e2

where the superscript denotes a diagonal in the table and the subscript a column.
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3. Structure of the table of rational Hermite interpolants.
We already mentioned in section 1 that at least n ' +m' +t+1 points Zo, .•. , Zn'+m'+f
with t ~ 0 exist among {zo, ... ,Zn+m} such that rn,m(Zi) !(Zi). On the basis of
this conclusion a property comparable with the block structure of the Pade table
can be formulated. It is based on the following property.

=

THEOREM 5:

H the rank of the linear system (4) is m - t then (up to a normalization) a unique
solution p and q of (4) exists with
8p~n-t
Oq~m-t

where at least one of the upper bounds is attained. Every other solution p( z) and
q(z) of (4) can be written in the form

= p(z)s(z)
q(z) = q(z)s(z)
p(z)

where 8s

~

t.

Before describing the shape of the sets in the table of rational Hermite interpolants
that contain equal elements, it is important to emphasize that the structure of the
table can only be studied if the ordering of the interpolation points {Zj heN remains
fixed once it is chosen. Since the polynomials p and q constructed in the previous
theorem have the property that their degrees cannot be lowered simultaneously
anymore unless some interpolation conditions are lost, we shall call them a minimal
solution. This does not imply that p/q is irreducible. However we still have Pn,mq =
pqn,m'
THEOREM 6:

Let p( z) and q( z) be the minimal solution of the Newton-Pade approximation
problem of order (n, m) for! and let the rank of the linear system (4) be m - t.
(a) H 8p = n - t - t1 then all the minimal solutions lying in the triangle with
corner elements (n - t m - t), (n - t - t 1 , m + t + td and (n + t, m - t)
are equal top(z) andq(z).
(b) H Oq = m - t - t2 then all the minimal solutions lying in the triangle with
corner elements (n - t, m - t - t 2 ), (n - t, m + t) and (n + t + '2, m - t - t 2 )
are equal top(z) andq(z).
(c) H
(jq - p)(z) =

't.

i~n+m-2t+t8+1
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with dn+m-2t+ts+1 #- 0 then all the rational Hermite interpolants lying in the
triangle with corner elements (n-t, m-t), (n+t+ta, m-t) and (n-t, m+t+ta)
are equal to p(x) and q(x).
(d) If ap = n - 81,(rq = m - 82 and (fq - p)(x) = L:i~n+m+1+ss diBi(X) with
dn+m+ss+1 #- 0 then all the rational interpolants lying in the square with
corners (n - 81, m - S2) and (n + 82 + Sa, m + Sl + 8a) have the same irreducible
form Tn,m(X).
(e) Ifap = n-81,Oq = m-82, (fq-p)(x) = L:i>n+m+1 diB;(x) andTn-B1,m-B2(x)
also satisfies the interpolation conditions ill the points x n+m+1+Pj for j =
1, ... ,8 and 0 ~ /31 < ... < /3., then if /3j < 2j + 81 + 82 we have for f = /3j +
1, ... ,2j+81 +82: Tn+s2+j,m-s2+l-j(X) = Tn- s, ,m-s2(X) = Tn- s1 +l-j,m+81+j(x).
This theorem explains that the square block described in theorem 6c is only a
starting point and that it can have a sort of tail concentrated along its main diagonal
as illustrated in the next picture.

P1=0<2+5 J "'52
j32 = 1 < 4"'s I '" S2
A ..

1'2

1

< P3
f.l. < 6+5 + 5
I
2

' ,....... 13 J >~ 2

,,

j+ 51 .. ~

'\" ...----. J3k ( 2k

+

51 .. 52

fl Iv) =13+1
k

"

'\

For the proof we refer to [CLAEfJ. For a detailed study of the structure of the
rational Hermite interpolation table we refer to [CLAEbJ. Singular rules for the
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generalized
gation.

E-

and qd-algorithm applicable in non-normal tables are under investi-

4. Convergence of rational Hermite interpolants.
We shall now mention some results for the convergence of columns in the table
of rational Hermite interpolants. Broadly speaking, the convergence of an arbitrary series of interpolation does not depend on the entire sequence of interpolation
points Zi (as defined in the Newton-Pade approximation problem) but merely on
its asymptotic character, as can be seen in the next theorem.
THEOREM 7:
Let the sequence of interpolation points {zo, Zt. Z2,"'} be asymptotic to the sequence
{WO,WI,'" ,Wj,Wo,w}, •.• ,Wj, wo, WI, ••• ,wi""}

in the sense that
for i = 0, ... ,i. If the function fez) is analytic throughout the interior of the
lemniscate
B(wo, ... , wi, r) = {z E CV : I(z - wo)(z -

WI)'"

(z - Wi)1

= r}

then the rn,O converge to f on the interior of B(wo, ... , wi, r). The convergence is
uniform on every closed and bounded subset interior to B(wo, ... , wi,r).
For the proof we refer to [WALS p. 61] and [DAVI pp. 90-91]. Let us now turn
to the case of a meromorphic function f with poles ZI, ••• ,Zm (counted with their
multiplicity). Let the table of minimal solutions for the Newton-Pade approximation problem be normal. According to theorem 1 we then have 8qn m = m.
Let

z~n)

for i = 1, ... , m be the zeros of qn,m for n

= 0,1,2, ...

I(Zi - WO)(Zi - wI) ... (Zi - wi)1 with 0 < PI :5 P2 :5 ... :5 Pm :5

positive constant a.

and iet Pi =
< r for a

ar

THEOREM 8:

If the sequence ofinterpolation points {zo, Zl> Z2,"'} is asymptotic to the sequence
{wo, WI, ... , wj, Wo, WI, ••• , wi,' .. }, iff is meromorpmc in the interior of the lemniscate B(wo, ... , Wi, r) with poles Z1, ••• , Zm counted with their multiplicity and
if the table of minimal solutions for the Newton-Pade approximation problem is
normal, then
limn_ooqn,m(z) =

II
m

i=1

(

·

z-w'
Zo -

Wi

)
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uniformly in every closed and bounded subset in tbe interior of B( Wo, • •• , Wj, r) not
containing tbe points ZI, ••• , Zm.
The proof is given in [CLAEbj.
5. Multivariate rational Hermite interpolation problems.
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves in the sequel of the text to the case of
two variables. The generalization to the case of more than two variables will appear
to be straightforward and only notationally more difficult. Let us first describe
the conditions which have to be fulfilled by the multivariate data set before the
interpolants can be constructed. Since we allow coalescence of interpolation points,
we shall also point out how to deal with such a situation.
Consider for instance the following picture in JN2 of the data set (Zi,Yj), where a
circle indicates that in addition to lij = I(Zi,Yj) also 81/8z is given and a square
indicates that also 81/8z, 81/ 8y and 8 2// 8y2 are provided.

•
@

•
i

This situation can be considered as the limit situation of a data set with noncoalescent interpolation points where we let Z3 -+ Zo, Z. -+ ZI, Y8 -+ Yl and
Y.

-+

Yl·

•

2
'4

3

• • • •

o ------4t-------4t---

o

3

4

2
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H we want to interpolate these (xi,Yj,/ij) by means of the techniques described
below, then the data lij and the numbering of the Xi and Yj have to be such that
(a) Xo is that x-coordinate for which the number of y-coordinates at which data
are given is maximal, Xl is the one of the leftover points for which the same is
true, and so on
(b) Yo is that y-coordinate for which the number of x-coordinates at which data
are given is maximal, Yl is the one of the leftover points for which the same is
true, and so on
(c) the data set has the inclusion property, meaning that when a point belongs to
the data set then the rectangular subset of points emanating from the origin
with the given point as its furthermost comer also lies in the data set.
Note that (a) and (b) do not necessarily imply (c). We shall comment on the importance of condition (c) further on. For the picture above (c) is clearly not satisfied.
So we try to renumber the interpolation points such that these three conditions are
fulfilled. Let us introduce a new numbering (x~,yj) with x~ = xo,x~ = X2'X~ =
Xll x~ = X4, x~ = X3 and y~ = Yl, y~ = Yo, y~ = Y2, y~ = Y4, y~ = Y3. We then get
the following picture in JN2 of the data set .

.1'
3'

2'
l'

0'

•
• •
0' I'

2'

3'

4'

The interpolation problems that can be reduced to this situation are of course
not the most general ones but they already represent quite a number of situations
that can be dealt with. In the sections 5-7 we assume that the given data set is
structured such that the conditions (a-c) are fulfilled.
Let the complex function values /;j be given in the complex points (Xi,Yj) with
(i,j) E I ~ JN2, where I satisfies the inclusion property or rectangle rule, meaning
that when (i,j) belongs to I then (k,t) belongs to I for k $ i and l $ j. We know
from the pictures above that a data set with coalescent interpolation points can be
replaced by an intermediate data set where only function values are given. When
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certain interpolation points coincide, we must bear in mind that due to the renumbering these coalescent x- and y-coordinates are not necessarily consecutive. With
the given interpolation points we define the following polynomial basis functions:
i

Bij(x,y)

= II (x -

j

xk-d

k=1

II(y -

Yl-l)

1=1

These basis functions are bivariate polynomials of degree i

+ j.

With

COi,Oj = I[xo, . .. , Xi][YO, ... , Yj]
where coalescence of points in the divided difference is admitted [CUYT], we can
now write in a purely formal manner [BERE]

L

I(x,y) =

Coi,ojBij(X,y)

(6)

(i,j)eItl 2

Hence we have constructed with the data a bivariate Newton interpolating series and
we can start approximating it using bivariate rational functions. For the bivariate
divided differences a Leibniz type product rule remains valid and will prove to be
useful in the sequel:

(fq)[xo, . . ;, Xi][YO, ... , Yj]

=L

j

L /[xo, ... , X,.][yO, ... , y.,]q[x,., ... , Xi][Y.,,·· . ,Yj]

,.=0.,=0

The definition of multivariate Newton-Pade approximant which we shall give is a
very general one. It includes the univariate definition and a lot of the definitions
for multivariate Pade approximants as a special case. With any finite subset D
of JN2 we associate a polynomial of which the coefficients and the basisfunctions
are indexed by the indices in D. Given the double Newton series, we choose three
subsets N, D and I of JN2 and construct an [NjD]J Newton-Pade approximant to
I(x, y) as follows:

p(x,y) =
q(x,y)

=

L
L

(i,j)eN

aijBii(X,Y)

(7a)

bijBij(X,y)

(76)

(i,j)eD

(fq - p)(x,y) =
In analogy with the univariate case, we select N, D and I such that

(7c)
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D has m

NCI

+ 1 elements, numbered (do, eo), ... , (d m , em)

I satisfies the rectangle rule
#(I\N) = m.
We will denote 8p = N and 8q = D. Clearly condition (7c) is equivalent with

dii

= (fq -

p)[zo, ... ,Zi][YO,'" ,Yi]

=0

(i,i) E I

(8)

Because N C I, the system of equations (8) can be divided into a non-homogeneous
and a homogeneous part:
(fq)[zo, ... ,Zi][YO, ... ,Yj] =p[zo, ... ,Zi][YO, ... ,Yj] = aij
(fq)[zo" .. ,Zi][YO, ••• ,Yj] = 0
(i,j) E I\N

(i,j) E N

(9a)
(9b)

Let's take a look at the conditions (9b). Suppose that I is such that the m homogeneous equations in (9b) are linearly independent and let us number the m elements
in I\N indexing these equations by (in+l,in+l),' .. ,(in+m,jn+m). By means of
the Leibniz rule the homogeneous system (9b) of m equations in m + 1 unknowns
looks like
Cdoin+l;,eOjn+l

(10)

(
Cdoin+m ,eoin+m

As we suppose the rank of the coefficient matrix to be maximal, a solution q(z,y)
is given by

(l1a)

q(Z,y) =

By the conditions (9a) we find as determinant representation for p(z,y)

E

(i,j)EN

Cdmi,emjBii(z, y)

P(Z,y) =

(lIb)

If for all k, l ~ 0 we have q(Zk, Yt) -I 0 then with
and I satisfying the inclusion property

(f - !!.)(z,y) = [!(fq - p)] (z,y) =
q

q

eij

= (l/q)[zo, ... , Zi][YO, •.. , Yi]

L

(i,j)EJV2\I

dijBij(Z,y)
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If I does not satisfy the inclusion property then

(fq - p)(Z,y) =

L

dijBij(Z,y)

L

dijBij(Z,y)

(i,j)ElN2 \I

does not imply

(f - ~)(Z,y)

=

q

(i,j)ElN 2 \I

since in that case f - p/q also contains the terms that result from multiplying a
"hole" in I by (l/q)(z, y) [CUYToj. From the determinant representations (lla)
and (llb) we can easily obtain the determinant representation given in section 2
for univariate Newton-Pade approximants as a special case.

6. Methods for the computation of nondegenerate MRI.
In this section we continue to assume that the m equations in the homogeneous
system (to) are linearly independent. Then the multivariate rational Hermite interpolation problem is called nondegenerate.
6.1. The E-algorithm.
Let us now introduce a numbering r(i,j) of the points in JN2, for instance the
enumeration

(0,0), (1,0), (0, 1), (2,0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (3, 0), (2, 1), (1, 2), (0, 3), ...
~,

...

first diagonal second diagonal

.,

"

third diagonal

and retain this order in N, D and I. If we denote #N = n

.

+ 1 then we can write

with

0= N-l

C No C Nl C ... C N n -

#N" = k+l

N" \ N"-l = {(i",j,,)}

k

1

C Nn

=N

= O,I, ... ,n
k>s

In other words, for each k = O, ... ,n we add to N"-l the point (i",jlr) which is
the next in line in N n JN2 according to the enumeration given above. Denote
#D = m + 1 and proceed in the same way. Hence
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with

l=O, ... ,m
We have assumed that the interpolation set I is such that the m homogeneous
equations are linearly independent and hence we write for I \ N
m

1\ N = In+l,n+m =

UIn+ ,n+l
1

1=1

with

In+l,n

=0

l=I, ... ,m

To obtain a recursive algorithm, the determinant formulas (11) for the polynomials
p(z, y) and q(z, y) are rewritten as follows. Multiply the (l+ l)tl& row in p(z, y) and
q(z, y) by Bin+dn+t(X, y) (l = 1, ... , m), and then divide the (l + l)tl& column by
BdteA X, y) (l = 0, ... ,m). This respectively results for numerator and denominator
In

L:

(i,;)eN

Cdoi,eojBdoi,eo;(X,

L:

y)

Cdoin+1,eojn+1 Bdoin+loeojn+1 (x,

Cdmi,em;Bdmi,em;(X,

(i,;)eN

y)

Cd m in+1 ,e mjn+1 Bdmi,,+1,emj,,+1

y)

(z, y)

and
1

1

where for k

~

i and l

Bki,/j ( x, Y)

~

j

= BBkiij ((x,X,yy)) = (x -

Xk ) ... ( x - Xi-l )( Y - YI ) ... (y - y;-1 )

and for k > i or l > j, Cki,/j = O. We can now easily construct (m + 1) series of
which the successive partial sums can be found in the columns of p(z,y). Take

to(n) =

L

(i,j)eN

Cdoi,eo;Bdoi,eo;(X,y)
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and

.6to{n + i-I) = to{n + i) - to{n + i-I)
i=I, ... ,m
for the first column of p{z, y). Define for r = 1, ... , m

tr{n)

L

=

Cdri,eriBdri,eri{z,y)

(i,i)eN

and
i= l, ... ,m

for the (r

+ I)tl&

column of p{z,y). Consequently

p{z,y)

to{n)
.6 to{n)

=

(12a)

.6 to{n + m -1)
1

.6to(n)

q{z,y) =

(I2b)

.6 to(n + m -1)
This quotient of determinants can easily be computed using the E-algorithm [BREZb):

E~k) =to{k)

k=O, ... ,n+m

9~~1=tl{k)-tl_l{k)
E 1(k) --

E("')

(HI)

1-1 9i-l,1 ("'+1)

i=I, ... ,m

E("'+1) (",)

i-I
(",)

91-1,1

k=O, ... ,n+m

k= O
lD 1 2
(I3 )
, , ... , n
(. = , , ... , m
a

9,-1,' - 9,-1,'
(k)

(HI)

(HI) (",)

(",)
9,-1,.9,-1,' - 9,-1,.91-1,1
91,IJ =
(HI)
(",)
9,-1,1 - 9l-1,l

S= i

+ I,i + 2, ...

The values E~"') and 9~~; are stored as in [BREZb). We obtain [N/Db

(13b)

= E!:).

Since the solution q{z,y) of (7c) is unique, the value E!:) itself does not depend
upon the numbering of the points within the sets N,D and H. But this numbering
affects the interpolation conditions satisfied by the intermediate E-values [CUYTn).
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For k = 0, ... , n and i = 0, ... , m

6.2. The qdg-algorithm.

If we suppose that the homogeneous system of equations (10) has maximal rank we
can also write
n+m

1=

U It

t=o

with
I",=N",
In+t\In+t-l
r(in+t,jn+t)

k=O, ... ,n

= {(in+t,jn+t)}
> r(iB,jlJ)

n

i = 1, ... , m

+ l > IJ ~ n + 1

With the subsets N"" Dl and It+t rational interpolants [N",/DtlI.+1 can be constructed which satisfy only part of the interpolation conditions and which are of
lower "degree". To this end we assume that the numbering r(it,jt) of the points
in ]N2 is such that the inclusion property of the set I is carried over to the subsets
It. With these functions we can fill up a table of rational interpolants :

where [N/ DJr = [Nn/ DmJr..+m' Our aim is to consider descending staircases of
multivariate rational interpolants

[Nil/Doh.
(14)
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and construct continued fractions of which the successive convergents equal the successive interpolants on the staircase. We restrict ourselves to the case where every
three subsequent elements on the staircase are different. It was proved in [CUYTm]
that given such a descending staircase, it is possible to construct a continued fraction of the form

(15)
with this property. Here

[N./DolI.

L

=

Cdoi,eoiBdoi,eoi(z,y)

(i,i)EN.

[N.+1 / D O]I.+ 1 =

L

Cdoi,eoiBtloi,eoi(z, y)

(i,j)EN.+1

and the coefficients q~.+1) and e~·+1) are computed using the following rules: for
t~2
( ..+l-I)
( ..+t)
9t-2,t-l - 9t-2,t-l
(.+l-I)

(.+1)

~

1

+ 1-_ 9t-l,t -(.+l)
9t-l,t

( ..+1+1)

( ..+l)

( ..+1)

et

(qt(·+2)

+ 1)

9t-l,t

If we arrange the values q~ ..+1) and e~"+1) in a table as follows
(1)

ql

(2)

ql

(1)

el

(1)

(2)

q2

e1
(3)

ql

(1)

e2
(2)

(3)

q2

e1
(4)

(2)

e2
(3)

ql

q2
(4)

e1

(.+1+1)

(16a)

9t-l,t - 9t-l,t

9t-2,t-l

and for t

(.+l)

9t-l,t

(3)

e2

(16b)
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where subscripts indicate columns and superscripts indicate downward sloping diagonals, then (16a) links the elements in the rhombus

and (16b) links two elements on an upward sloping diagonal

If starting values for q~"+l) were known, all the values could be computed. These
starting values are given by
( ..+1)
90,1
( ..+1)
( ..+2)
90,1
- 90,1

(16c)

7. Structure of a degenerate table of MRI.
If the rank of the defining system of equations (1O) is not maximal, we should look
at IN/ Dh as being a set of rational functions of which the numerator and denominator are given by (7a-b) and are satisfying (7c). A solution IN/D)! containing
numerators and denominators of different "degrees" is called "degenerate". Let us
denote the coefficient matrix of (10) by C n +1,n+m' Note that the rows in C n +1,n+m
are indexed by I n+1,n+m'
In the univariate case and under certain conditions, the table of minimal solutions
of the rational interpolation problem consists of triangles, once the numbering of
the interpolation points is fixed ICLAEf). The size of the triangles, as pointed out
in section 3, is related to the rank deficiency of the interpolation problem. We
shall now give a similar multivariate theorem and point out the dift'erences with
the univariate version. From this discussion it will also become clear why dift'erent
solutions of the same rational interpolation problem are not necessarily equivalent
anymore and hence not providing a unique irreducible form.
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Let p(z,y) and q(z,y) be defined by (7). Let the rank ofCn+t,n+m in (10) be given
by m - t. Then for each pair (k,l) with 0 ::; k ::; t, 0 ::; I ::; t, k + 1= t and the
rank of C n-k+1,n+m-t equal to m - e the following holds.
(a) For 0 ::; i, 0 ::; j and i + j ::; t, [Nn-k/Dm-lhn+m_. belongs to the solution set [Nn-k+;/ Dm-l+ihn+m_.+;+j' meaning that the (up to a multiplicative
constant factor) unique rational function [Nn- k / Dm-tlln+m _. also solves the
interpolation problems posed in [Nn-k+;/ Dm-l+ihn+m-'+;+i where the solution set [Nn-k+;/ Dm-l+ihn+m_,+;+j lies in the triangle of the table of rational
interpo1ants with corner elements [Nn-k/ Dm-lhn+m_., [Nn-k/ Dm+klrn+m and
[Nn+t! Dm-lhn+m·
(b) H the solution [Nn- k/D m- I 1In+m_. = (p/q)(z, y) is such that 8p = Nn-k-s 1
with 81 > 0, then under the condition that the rank of Cn-k-Il1 +t,n+m-t-Bl is
m-l, [Nn-k-Il1 / Dm-I]In+m_'_' l also solves [Nn-k-Il1 +;/ Dm-l+ilrn+m-'-'l +;+j
for 0 ::; i, 0 ::; j and i + j ::; t + 81.
(c) H the solution [Nn-k/Dm-I1In+m_. = (p/q)(z,y) is such that 8q = Dm- I -"2
with 82 > 0, then under the condition tllat the rank ofCn-k+t,n+m-t-B2 is m1- 8 2, [Nn-k/ D m-l- s2 hn+m_'_'2 also solves [Nn-k+;/ Dm-I- 62 +ihn+m-'-'2+;+j
for 0 ::; i, 0::; j and i + j ::; t + 82.
(d) If the solution [Nn-k/ Dm-lhn+m_. = (p/q)(z, y) is such that

(fq - p)(z,y) =
with t3 > 0, then [Nn-k/ Dm-lhn+m_. also solves [Nn-k+i/ Dm-l+ilrn+m_.+;+j
where 0 ::; i, 0 ::; j and i + j ::; t + t3.
(e) H the solution [Nn-k/Dm-llIn+m_. = (p/q)(z,y) is such that 8p = Nn-k,

8q = D m -

l

and

(fq - p)(x, y)

=
(i,i)E IN2 \In+m

with din+m+lin+m+l =I 0 then [N n-k/ Dm-lhn+m_. E [N;/ Di]l;+j if and only if
(i,j) belongs to the triangle with corner elements (n - k, m -I), (n+l, m -I)
and (n - k,m + k).
~ 0, j ~ 0 and i

(f) For i

+j

::; t:

n

(i,i)

[Nn+;/Dm+ilIn+m+;+j =I- 0
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(n-t,m)

_----~(n-t,m+t)

(n,m-t)

(n,m+t)

(n+t,m-t)

(n+t,m)

(g) Let 0 ~ k ~ t and the rank of Cn-l:+1,n+m-t be equal to m - t

n

+ k:

t

i=O

[Nn-k/ Dm+ilIn-Hm+i

:10

t

n[Nn+;/Dm-k]In+;+m-~ :10
i=O

Let us now point out some differences between this theorem and its univariate
counterpart in [CLAEf]. First of all, it is important to note that both the univariate
and the multivariate theorem are proved under the same conditions. With the
rank of Cn+I,n+m equal to m - t, we are able in both cases to construct solutions
Pl,ql of [Nn-t/DmlIn+m_, and P2,'J2 of [Nn/Dm-tlIn+m_. that are also contained
in [Nn/Dmh..+m. We have

(Pl'J2 - P2qt}(z,y)

= [ql(fq2 -

= ql(Z,y)

L

P2) - q2(fql - pt}](z,y)

(i,i)ElV 2\In+m

dW Bii(Z,y) -

q2(Z,y)

from which we can conclude that (PIQ2 - QlP2)(Zi, Yi)
In+m satisfying the inclusion property. We also have

However, since we do not always have that

L

~;) Bii(z,y)

(i,i)EJV2\I.. +m

= 0 for all (i,j) E In+m with
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we cannot conclude that (PIq2 - QIP2)(Z,y)=O and hence we cannot prove as in
[CLAEf] that it is also possible to construct a solution P3, Q3 of [Nn / DmlI.. +m with
8P3 C N n - t and 8Q3 C D m - t . In the univariate case however

°

N,. = {(i,O) I ~ i ~ n}
Dm = {(i,O) I ~ i ~ m}
{(i + i, 0) liE N,.,i E Dm} ~ In+m = {(k,O)

°

I

°

~

k ~ n + m}

and hence PI Q2 = P2QI. Consequently in the univariate case the configuration
described in theorem 11 can be enlarged with the triangle with comer elements
[Nn-t! Dm- t ]I.. +m_2.' [N,.-d Dm-tlI.. +m_._t and [N n-t/ Dm-1h.. +m_._t resulting
in the configuration described in section 3.
How is theorem 11 to be understood as a generalization of theorem 6? Clearly
minimal solutions aren't uniquely detennined anymore. In theorem 11 all solutions
of the (n - k,m - t) rational Hermite interpolation problem with k + t = t are
"minimal" in the sense that they use a minimal number of parameters and data to
solve the (n, m) rational interpolation problem. Now each of the minimal solutions
on the {n + m - t)th diagonal (with the restriction that the numerator and denominator "degree" must be less than or equal to n and m respectively) give rise to a
triangular structure in the table. There's a whole triangle of rational interpolation
problems that is solved by each minimal solution from the {n + m - t)th diagonal.

(n-t m-t)
,

(n-t m)

r- - - - - -

(n-t,m+t)
-*"'-'-----.."

I
I
I
I
I
I
(n, m - t) f-+-+-+-t--::,

(n+t,m-t)
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What's more, in the multivariate case a rational Hermite interpolation problem
can have both a true irreducible minimal solution, a reducible minimal solution
and a minimal solution with unattainable points. Note that in the multivariate
case the solution must not be reducible in order to have unattainable interpolation
points. This is a situation which is essentially different from the univariate one. In
the univariate case theorem 6a and 6b never apply simultaneously [CLAEfl while
this can be true in the multivariate case. The solution of [Nnl Dml common to all
solution sets [Nn+;/ Dm+ihn+m+i+j as described in theorem 11f could be called the
"optimal solution" in the sense that it satisfies as many conditions as possible. If
the rank of C n+1,n+m+t is still not maximal even more conditions can be added. So
in the rational interpolation table a triangle emanating from [Nnl Dmlln+m can be
filled with the optimal solution, while triangles emanating from [Nn-k/ Dm-lhn+m_.
with k + f = t can be filled with minimal solutions. The rest of the hexagon is filled
with the solutions constructed in the proof of theorem Ilg.
7.1. Singular rule" for the E-algorithm.
Let us introduce some new ratios of determinants. Let E~~'u)
denote
,

to(k)
Uo(k)

to(u-t)

to(u+l)

... to(k+f+t)

(17)

1

with

i<O
These E~~'·) strongly resemble the E-values of the previous section (the classical
values ar; obtained for t = 0 and for u ~ k + l + t) and for fixed t and " they can
be calculated recursively like the E-values [CUYTbl but now using help-entries
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(k,u)

gk,l,t

= "'-~_t_k__l_(_k_)_ _--;-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;--_ _ _ _- - ! .
1

1

(18)

bto(k)

12:
Let p( z, y) and q( z, y) be defined by (7) witll I satisfying the inclusion property. Let
the rank of the coefficient matrix C n+1,n+m in (10) be given by m - t. Let for each
pair (k, i) with 0 ~ k ~ t, 0 ~ I ~ t, k + I = t, tIle rank of C n -k+1,n+m-t equal its
maximal rank m - I. Let the hexagonal block of degenerate solutions be isolated,
which means that for 0 ~ k ~ t the coefficient matrices C n - H1 ,n+m-Hk (top
row), Cn-k+1,n+m-t (leftmost antidiagonal), C n+k+l,n+m-Hk (leftmost column),
C n+ H1 ,n+m+k (bottom row), C n+t -k+l,n+mH (rightmost antidiagonal) and tinally
C n- H k+l,n+m+k (rightmost column) all have maximal rank.
Then for i = 1, ... , t - 1 the following can be proved.
THEOREM

(a) E~;-Hi,n+m) is wen-detined and solves [Nn-H;/Dm+thn+m+i'

It also belongs to [Nn-t+iH/Dm+t-k]ln+m+i with k = 0, ... , t, meaning that

E~;-Hi,n+m) solving [Nn-H;/Dm+thn+m+i can be shifted downwards in the
hexagonal block in the direction of the antidiagonal because it also solves the

interpolation problems posed in [Nn-t+iH/DmH-k}J,,+m+i'
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It also belongs to [Nn+t-k/Dm-t+iHlIn+m+i with k = O, ... ,t, meaning that
E~.:.~tzl solving [Nn+,fDm-HilIn+m+i can be shifted upwards in the hexagonal block in the direction of the antidiagonal because it also solves the interpolation problems posed in [Nn+t- k/ Dm-HiHlIn+m+i'
(c) On the rightmost upward sloping diagonal we ha.ve for i = 0, ... , t:
] I n+m+. = E(n,n+m)
[N n+t-i / D
m+i
m,t
.
Note tha.t the theorem provides us with a solution in the rightmost column of the
isolated hexagonal block, column m + t, in the form of a ratio of determinants of
size m + 1, while the coefficient matrix Cn-t+i,n+m+i is regular because the block
is isolated, implying that its unique solution (up to a multiplicative constant) can
also be represented as a ratio of determinants of size m + t + 1. From this we can
conclude that E~~~Hi,n+m) and E~+tHi) differ only in a common multiplicative
factor in numerator and denominator. When we run across such an isolated singular
hexagonal block we want to know the values on the edges of the block, because from
there on we can take up the nonsingular rules again and proceed with our recursive
scheme. Let's walk around the block and try to identify the rational interpolants
on all the edges. Remember that [Nt! Dk]II +. denotes the complete set of solutions
while E~l) or E~~;") denote a particular value from that set.
First there's the upward sloping diagonal with regular entries [N n-Hd Dm-ilIn+m_.
because C n- H i+l,n+m-t has maximal rank for all i = 0, ... , t. Then we proved
in [ALLO] that for i = 0, ... , t the value E~-t) also solves the rational interpolation problems posed in [Nn-tlDm+ilIn+m_.+i and analogously for E~~t and
[Nn+;/Dm-tlIn+m_.+i' So this deals with the top row and leftmost column of our
isolated block. The values in the rightmost column and on the bottom line of the
hexagonal block were just respectively identified as E~,~Hi,n+m) and E~.:.~tzl
with i = 1, ... , t - 1. The closing rightmost upward sloping diagonal is filled with
E(n,n+m)
m,t

.

Let us now discuss some particular solutions at the interior of the hexagon. It
is essential when identifying certain rational interpolants that we present solutions
which are well-defined, in other words which can be represented as definite E-values
with nonzero denominator determinants. In theorem 11a we mentioned how to fill
the left upper half of the hexagonal block with nonsingular E-values. Using theorem
12c the triangle emanating from (n, m) in the hexagon can be filled with the regular
values from the rightmost upward sloping diagonal, which are all equal and which
have the correct degrees N n and Dm. We just learned how the rest of the right
lower half of the hexagonal structure can be filled with regular E-values. From
theorem 12a and 12b we see that well-defined solutions for the rational Hermite
interpolation problems posed in this half of the hexagon come from copies of the
rightmost column or copies of the bottom line. Essentially this leaves us with
the problem of computing these new E-values E~~Hi,n+m) and E~.:.~tzl. When
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trying to provide a coherent computatipn scheme we must be careful not to involve
intermediate singular values. Using the initialisation

(n,,,:+m)
E m-I,t
(n-Hi,n+m)

9 m -i,r,t

(n,n+m)

9 m -t+i,r,t

i

= E(n+~)
m-I

.

I

(n-Hi)

= 1, ... , t - 1

i = 0, ... , t

= 9 m -i,r
_
-

= 1, ... ,t-1

(n+t)

.

9 m -t+i,r

I

(19a)

= 1, ... ,t

and the rules
E(k,n+m) (kH,n+m)
E(kH,n+m) (k,n+m)
t-1,t
9t-1,t,t
t-1,t
gt-1,t,t
(k+1,n+m)
(k,n+m)
9t-1,t,t
- 9t-l,t,t

E(k,n+m) _
t,t
-

k
(k,n+m)
9k,t,t

= 0,1, ... , n

t = 1,2, ... , m

(k,n+m) (k+1,n+m)
(k+1,n+m) (k,n+m)
9k-1,t,t 9k-1,k,t
- 9k-1,t,t
9k-1,k,t
(k+1,n+m)
(k,n+m)
9k-1,k,t
- 9k-1,k,t

=

t = h + 1, h + 2, ...
we can fill the following quasi-triangular table of values:
E(n-H1,n+m)
m-1,t

E(n-H1,n+m)
m,t

E(n-H1,n+m)
m-1,t

E(n-H1,n+m)
m,t

(19b)

E(n-2,n+m)
m-t+2,t
E(n-1,n+m)
m-t+1,t

E(n-l,n+m)
m-t+2,t

E(n,n+m)
m-t+1,t

E(n,n+m)
m-t+2,t

E(n,n+m)
m-1,t

E(n,n+m)
m,t

where the bottom row and rightmost column of (19b) respectively solve the interpolation problems in the bottom row and rightmost column of our hexagon. A
proof for these rules can be constructed as in [CUYTn] for the case t = 0. The
quasi-triangular table (19b) can on its turn only be filled completely if we do not
encounter indefinite values at the interior of (19b). But even if we are unfortunate
we should not despair. In [ALLO] we describe a more general iterative procedure
to deal with singularities. This section in fact only describes the first iteration step,
which may suffice if the hexagonal block is isolated and everything goes well. The
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initialisations in (19a) are easy to understand. The first is merely by notation:
~
E(n-Hi)
n+m)
·
.
fr om t he d etermmant
representatIons
lOr
m-i
an d E(n-Hi
m-i t '
one can see
that these expressions are equal. The second initialisation f~llows from theorem
12b. The initialisations for the g-values are analogous. The first is by notation,
the other by theorem 12b. How do we now get the starting E- and g-values on
the bottom row of the hexagon? The bottom row of (19b) is computed from the
nondegenerate rules with input values E!::~tt) and E!::~tHl). The newly described
extension together with its initialisations can then best be understood from the
picture below:

__- - - -__ (n-t,m+t)

(n,m-t)

(n + t, m - t)

(n,m+t)

L-&....,j~-.I.-.I._ _

7.2. Singular rules for the qdg-algorithm.
It is clear that in the degenerate case, with the conditions of theorem 11 fullfilled,
some of the continued fractions (15) are perturbed because the elements on the
staircase (14) may not all be different. For a rank deficiency of t in CnH,n+m it
concerns the continued fractions C .. (x,y) for s = n-m-2t, ... , n-m+2t-l. In this
presentation the rank-deficiency t will be fixed because we focus our attention on
a particular singular interpolation problem, namely [Nn/Dmll +m with an isolated
hexagonal block built around it. Hence we shall drop the index t in the notation
of both E~lt") and gilku~. From now on when we refer to a particular element
[Nt! Dkht+: in the tabl~, we only take the regular solutions in consideration. The
hexagonal block of "size" t described above perturbs the partial numerators and
denominators inside and on the border of the following octagonal structure from
ft
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the qd-table:

(n-m+2')

(n-m+.)

!lm -.+l

!l m +l
( .. -m+2.)

em._t+l

( .. -m+.+l)

••• em

(20)
In order to cope with the rank-deficient situation described in the theorem above,
we introduce staircases T: that coincide with T.. before entering the hexagonal block
and after leaving it. The degenerate elements of T. within the block are deleted and
replaced by a number of nondegenerate elements, mostly from around the block. In
general
is given by the following staircase. We distinguish between three cases.
Let us use the shorter notation [;il instead of [Nn /D m l1n +m • The first case is where
T. enters the hexagonal block through the square in the right upper comer of the
hexagon, in other words when 8 ranges from n - m - 2t to n - m - t - 1:

T:

[~]
n-t ]
[ n-6-t-l

n-t ]
[ m+t+l

[.!!=!±!.]
m+t+l

(21)

[ m+tt8±l]
m+t+l
[ mtt+6+2]
m+t+l

[ mtt+.+2]
m+t+2

}
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The second case is where T. enters the hexagonal block by crossing the upward
sloping diagonal, in other words when s ranges from n - m - t to n - m + t - 1.
The third case is where Ts enters the hexagonal block through the square in the
left bottom corner of the hexagon, in other words when s ranges from n - m + t
to n - m + 2t - 1. Because of the similarities between the different cases only the
first case will be treated in detail here. If f new elements are introduced by working
with T;, f +2 coefficients in Co(z, y) are perturbed and new rules must be given for
the partial numerators and denominators in the new continued fraction C;(x, y)
associated with T;. Before proceeding to the continued fraction representation
C;(x, y), we introduce some new quantities. We define
E(n+I)

v(n-m) _
m+l
-

m

E(n)
m

-

E(n)
m

E(n-l)

-

m

which links 3 consecutive elements in a column of the E-table, and
h(n-m+l)

=

E(n)
m

-

E(n)

m

m-l

E(n)
m-l
_ E(n)

m-2

which links 3 consecutive elements in a row of the E-table. We also define for
n - t + 1 :::; s + f :::; n, m - t + 1 :::; f :::; m, n + m - t + 1 :::; s + 2£
.(0+1)

ql

for n - t

E(s+l,n+m)
I

= E(s+l,n+m) _
i-I

-

E(o+l,n+m)
1-1

E(s+I-I,n+m)
1-1

+ 1 :::; s + £ + 1 :::; n, m - t + 1 :::; £ :::; m, n + m - t + 1 :::; s + U + 1
e*(s+I) _
I

-

E(s+l+I,n+m)
E(s+l,n+m)
I
I
E(o+i,n+m) _ E(o+l,n+m)
I
i-I
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for n - t + 1 :$ 8 + l :$ n - 1, m - t :$ l :$ m, 8 + 21 - 1 ~ n - m - t
v*C") _
lH -

and for n - t :$

8

EC.t+Hl,n+m)
I

ECa+i,n+m)
I

-

EC.t+l,n+m)

-

I

E Ca+t - 1,n+m)
I

+ l :$ n, m - t + 2 :$ l :$ m,8 + 21 - 2 ~ n + m - t
h*C.H) _
I

-

EC8+1,n+m)
ECs+1,n+m)
I
1-1
EC8+1,n+m) _ E(II+l,n+m)
1-1
1-2

It is clear that for definitions linking 3 elements from the E-table, certain transition
rules apply when entering and leaving the hexagonal singular block. For q;(.H),
e*C.tH) v*C.H) and h*C.tH) this transition is described in [ALLOb]
I
'I
I
.

13:
The continued fraction representation C:(x, y) associated with T: as in (21) is given
by the following formula. The first and last line of the expression for C: coincide
with that for C a while the middle part deals with the discrepancy between T: and
T .. :
THEOREM

n-t-.-l (C.+l)
(.+1) ~
E 0Ca+1) - ECa)
*
(.I)
0
'"'
-qi
-ei
C .. (x,y)=Eo +
1
+ L...J
(.+1)+
(..+1)
;=1
1 + q;
1 + ei
Cn-m-2t)

+
Cn-m-2t)

-em +t+l

1

m-n+2t+lI+l

'"'
L...J

+ e m +t +1

;=1

To be able to use the continued fraction representation obtained in the previous
theorem, we must find a coherent computation scheme for its partial numerators
and denominators. Let us first introduce the following notations:
(a)
(.t+1)
G (.t) _ gt,t+1 - gl,Hl
l

c.)

-

and

gt,t+1
( .. ,n+m)

G( .. ,n+m) _ gt,Hl
I

-

(a+l,n+m)

- gt,Hl
(lI,n+m)
gt,tH

The next theorem lists the singular rules in the order they have to be implemented.
This set of rules is complete and provides the partial numerators and denominators
for all continued fractions disturbed by the degeneracy, not only for (21).
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THEOREM 14:

*(a) h(s+1)
J"e Iirst concentrate on t b e val ues v t(a)
+1, vt +1 ' t
an d h*(s+1)
t
•

'UT

(a)
(.+l-1)
(a+l) ( ..+1)
9t-l,t
- 9t-l,t e t
(.+1)
(a+t-1)
(.) qt
9t-l,t
et
(a+l)
h( ..+1) _
9t-l,t
( ..+2)
t
(.+l)
(a+l+1) e t _ l
9t-1,t - 9t-l,t

(a)
V Hl

=

(b)

(c)
h*(n-mH) _ _ _
1_ (n-m+t+l)
m+l
- G~H) em

h*(n-m+t-2) _
m+2
-

G(n-1,n+m) h*(n-mH) *(n-m+1)
m-l
m+1
qm
G(nH-1)
*(n-m)
m+l
em

h*(n-m-t+2u+2)_
1
h*(n-m-t+2u+4)
m+t-u
- G(n+u+l)
m+t-u-l
m+t-u-l

U

= 0, ... ,t - 3

*(n-mH-2) _
1
(n-m+t+1)
v m+2
- G~+t) em
*(n-m-t+2u)
v m + t - u+ 1
*(n-m-t)
vm+t+l

1
*(n-m-t+2u+2)
U =t-2, ... ,1
G(n+u+l) v m + t - u
m+t-u-l
G (n-l,n+m) *(n-m-t+2) *(n-m+l)
m-l
v m +t
qm
G(n+1)
*(n-m)
m+t-1
em

We sball now concentrate on tbe octagonal gap in tbe qd-table due to tbe hexagonal
block in tbe table of rational Hermite interpolants.
(d) To fill tbe leftmost column of tbe octagonal singular block (20) in tbe qd-table
in a bottom-up way, we compute for k = 1, . .. , t
*(n-m+t+1:) _ G(n+1:-l) (n-m+t+1:+1) *(n-m+t+1:+1)
em_ t
m-t-l qm-t
em-t
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'tL
*(n-m+2t+1)
'
lJ e m _ t
= e (n-m+2t+1)
m_ t

WI

(e) To fill the leftmost upward sloping diagonal of (20), we compute for k
*(n-m-t+2k)
qm-k+l

and for k

=

= t, . , . ,1

G(n-t+k-l)
(n-m-t+2k+l) *(n-m-t+2k+1)
m-k-l
qm-k
em_ k
G(n-t+k,n+m)
(n-m-t+2k)
m-k
em _ k

= t -1, .. ,,0
+ 1=

e*(n-m-t+2k+1)
m-k

with
*(n-m-t)
qm+l

G(n-t+k) ( .(n-m-t+21c+2)
m-k-l
qm-k

+ 1)

(n-m-t+1) .(n-m-t+l)
G(n-t-l)
m
qm
em

=

G(n-t)
m+t

(n-m-t)

em

(f) To fill the top row of (20) together with the row immediately above tbe block
since this uses "degenerate" values, we compute for k = 2, ... , t + 1
(n-t-l)

= -gm+k-l,m+k G(n-t-l) .(n-m-t-k+2)

*(n-m-t-k+1)
qm+k

.b

WIt

*(n-m-2t)
qm+t+l

(n-t)
gm+k-l,m+k

m+k-2 qm+k-l

(n-m-2t)
d
k
= qm+t+l
,an ~or = 1, ... ,t
I

(n-m-t-k)

e m +k

=

(n-t)
-gm+k-l,m+k
(n-t-l)
gm+k-l,m+k

(g) Column m + t + 2 of q-values is the first to reappear in tbe continued fraction
representations C:(z, y). It can be computed from the q-values and e-values
witb column index m + t + 1 using tbe well-known non-singular rules. Column
m + t + 1 of e-values depends solely on column m + t + 1 of q-values, so we
focus on "this last one. For k = 1, ... , t - 1
G(n-t+k-l,n+m)

(n-m-2t+k)
qm+t+1

= --'m.:.;.....-""'l_-:-:-~_
G(n-t+k)
m+t

wbere a band of q* -values and e* -values is filled using rules constructed from
tbe classical ones:
*(8+1)
qt

l

= m - t + 1, ... , m

G(8+t-l,n+m)
t-2
G(.+t,n+m)

=

t-l

s

=n +m

-

*(.+2) *(.+2)
qt-l

et _ l

e*(.+l)
t-l

t - 21 + 3, ... , n

+m -

21 + 1
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and
e;(B+l)

+ 1= G~~~l,n+m)

i = m-t+l, ... ,m

8

(q;(BH)

+ 1)

= n+m -t - U+2, ... ,n+m-U

For k = t
(n-m-t)
qm+t+l

G(n-l,n+m)
m-l

(h) To close the octagonal gap in the qd-table we now calculate the remaining
elements. For k = t, ... , 1
(n-m-t+2k-l)
qm+t-k+2

=

1
(n-m-t+2k)
G(n+k)
em+t-k+l
m+t-k+l

and inbetween
(n-m-t+2k-2)
e m + t - k+ 2

+ 1_ G(n+k-l)
-

m+t-k+l

(n-m-t+2k-l)
qm+t-k+2

+ 1)

On the bottom line we have for k = 1, ... , t
e(n-m+2t- k +t)
m-t+k

+ 1-_ G(n+t)
m-t+k-l

( (n-m+2t-k+2)
qm-t+k

+ 1)

Using theorem 14 the gap bordered in (20) involves the computation of the elements
listed in the octagon below.

•
Cn -m-2.+1)

fm+.+t

-(n-m+2t-l)

fm

- t

+1

•
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